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By JOHN RUCKER
UNM educational standards
may have descended faster than
Evel Knievel, but a great deal of
debate centers around how to
solve the problem, with a few
professors arguing that there is no
problem at all.
The starting place for all debate
seems to be a fundamental
disagreement .over the basic
function of the university.
The educators are divided into
three main camps: the
"hardliners," who want to greatly
restrict entrance requirements and
lower the GPA; the usoftliners,"
who feel that there is more to a
university education than formal
learning and that tests are only
secondary to the overall ''learning
experience" (they tend to favor
unlimited entrance);' and the
"moderates~'' who generally wish
to restore UNM's academic

~

Is Entrance To
UNMASnap7

credentials but are not as inclined take over remedial training," he
to run a· utight ~thip •• as are the said.
hardliners.
"Right now, we're closer to .
In diacussing the funding open admissions, but this can be
controversy, Vice President frustrating and wasteful. It is
Chester Travelstead said, "If the likely, but not absolutely decided,
university viewa its mission as that we will move toward a more
accepting every New Mexico high restrictive entrance policy,"
school grad, it is imperative that
William Huber, dean of
our programs be far more University College, who also
diversified, These program~t are· ·warned against taking extreme
quite expensive, and we find positions over the. g.-ading
ourselves driven to a midpoint · question, said that the legislatu.-e
somewhere between open had repeatedly viewed UNM as
admissions and rigid standards,
the comprehensive graduate
"This is a very hot issue with facility in · the state. The .most
the faculty. If we set higher recent reaffirmation of this
admission standards, academic mission came in 1973.
quality should improve, but '¥hat
"We know that there is a great
happens to the others, the ones demand for junio.- college
who can't get in?
programs," said Huber, "the
''Some faculty favor having no question is whether UNM is the
remedial programs even if we had · place to meet it. Albuquerque has
the mo~ey. They argue that we one third the population of the
should let junior colleges and TVI
(Continued on page 3)
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This graph depicts the steady increase in student population since 1964. As you can see;
enrollment has gradually leveled off since 1969.
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many departments remains
unchanged.
This "steady state" situation is
one reason for ·'administrative
concern with tenure. ·
The tenure position plan

By GAIL GOTTLIEB
The last few years have seen
administrators begin to worry that
UNM may become too rigid as
student enrollment levels off and
the number of tenured faculty in
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The graph is a deriva(ive of the first graph. It depicts the rate
that UNM has grown at over the last .ten years. While attendance
continues• to climb; the rate at which· it has done so. varies widely.

advanced by the tenure task force
a~vises that "the university must
take the necessary steps both now
and during the next few years to
maintain sufficient flexibility to
be able to respond. to shifts in
student enroiJments among
present programs, and to provide
for the initiation of new
programs .•• " The introduction
goes on to explain flexibility as
"the ability of the 'institution,
when necessary, to shift some
faculty positions from one
department or col1ege to
another.'~
·
A tenure report released by
Institutional Research in October
of 1973 showed better than 86
per cent of UNM's faculty to be
on the tenure ladder. It should be
noted that this report does not
include unfilled positions.
· Twenty of UNM's departments
-have more than 95 per cent of the
faculty within that department on
the tenure ladder, either presently
tenured Ol' on probationary status
leading to tenure.
The two gt·aphs on this page
make it obvious that while,
student enrollment has continued
to climb, the rata nt which it does
so is wildly UhpredictabJe. UNM's
need for flexibility begins to
become obvious.
(.Continued on page 2)

WASHINGTON-A now is that I was wrong in not
prayerful President· Ford acting more decilively and
SUnday granted Richard Nixon more forthrightly in dealing
unconditional pardon for any · with Watergate, particularly
Watergate offenses in order to when it reached the stage of
11
firmly shut and aeal this judicial proceedings and grew
book" for the nation and for from a political acandal into a
Nixon himself. Stunned national tragedy," he saicJ in
Congressmen expreued both part.
praise and outrage, and Nixon
..No words can describe the
said he was grateful.
depths of my regret and pain at
'lbe White House said Ford the anguish my mistakes over
sweated out his decision alone Water~~rate have caused the·
over the past week without nation and the presiilency ••• "
consulting Nixon, But the
In Congress, reaction split
former Prpsident issued a down party lines and many
statement within minutes, legislators were simply
sorrowing over the "mistakes"
he h~d made but conceding no
criminal wrongdoing.
Ford put forth his
historic-and immediately
controversial-decision by
summoning, newsmen to his
oval office on Sunday morning
and reading to them in solemn
and somber tones from a long
prepared statement.
It took him more than 300
words to mention Nixon's
name for the first time as he
explained how he had agonized
over what he was about to do.
''I do believe the buck stops
here," Ford said, and
concluded with these words of
official proclamation:
"Now, therefore, I, 'Gerald
Ford, President of the United
States, pursuant to the pardon
power conferred upon me by
Article II, Section 2, of the
Constitution, have granted and
Gerald Ford
by these presents do grant a
fuU, free and absolute pardon
unto Richaid Nixon for all the
unprepared to express an
offenses against the United
opinion in the early hours after
States which he, Richard
the announcement.
Nixon, has committed or may
Republicans like Sen.
have committed or taken part William Brock of Tennessee
in during the period from
generally praised the ~tct,
January 20, 1969, through reasoning, as Brock didt that
August 9, 1974/'
Ford had "taken a tough
Ford then rose from his desk
road •• , there are times when
and left the room.
you have to make decisions."
In San Clemente, Calif.,
Vice President nominee
where Nixon has lived in Nelson Rockefeller also
seclUsion and pondered what congratulated Ford ror "an act
the future might hold since he of conscience, compassion and
left office Aug. 9, the former courage,»' hut ohe Republican,
President immediately issued
Sen. Edward Brooke of
his response.
Massachusetts, said Ford has
"One thing I can see clearly made "a. serious mistake."
'

.

(Continued {rom page 1)
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from junior colleges with very
easy admissions policies through
the University of California,
which has very hard ones." New
Mexico, has no such plan, nor are
any community colleges being
planned for the Albuquerque area.
"The other system," Huber
said, "is like the type adopted by
Ohio State, It offers multiple
divisions within the university,

with totally different facu.Jty and
facilities for the two year (and
other) courses. The problem is
whether this doesn't imply that
the two year students aren't
second class citizens. Overall, is
this system realistic?"
COUP, the. Committee On
University Planning, with
representatives from the faculty,
administration, students, alumni
and Regents, hopes to collect data

on where the university is and
where it's going. A major question
on its agenda is the educational
mission of the university.
Almost all questions concerning
grading revolve around defining
this mission. More funding is
called for (remedial classes have a
faculty to student ratio of fiv.e to
one and are incredibly expensive),
but the state seems unwilling to

Tenure Creates Rigidity
(cOJ.ztinued {rom page 1)
This need becomes more
obvious when one looks at 1972
and 1973 figures fot' students in
declared major fields.
The English department, for
example, had a 15 per cent drop
in declared majors between 1972
and 1973. This in itself would not
be serious except that 97 per cent
of the faculty in the English
department is the tenure ladder.
The Math department, another
department with 97 per cent of its
faculty ,on the tenure ladder, had
a 14 per cent drop in student
majors.
The Chemical Engineering
department, which has 100 per
cent of its faculty already on
tenure, the highest figure in the
university, experienced a 14 per
cent drop in student majors.
The Electrical Engineering
which has 100 per cent of its
faculty on the tenure ladder, had
a 4 per cent drop in majm·s,
The Mechanical Engineering
depa1•tment, which has 85 pm·
cent of its faculty ah·eady on
tenure (UNM norm is 54 per cent)
had a 17 per cent drop Jn majors.
Other -departments which
experienced a drop in stude11t
ltlajois were Histoz·y, where 96 per
cent of the faculty is on the
tenure ladder and majors dropr•ed
by 9 per cent, and Anthropology,
where 95 per cent of the faculty is
on the tenure ladder, with majors
dropping by 5 per cent.

It should be obvious that
certain depadment.~, such as
English and Math, may experience
a considerable drop in declared
majors without any appreciable
drop in actual class size, since
non·majors also take classes
ese departments. Other
n ts which ,have few

students outside of that
department signing up for classes,
such as Engineering departments,
are more immediately affected by
a drop in student majors.
Another point of possible
confusion lies in the fact that
percentages are based on
population size, so that a large
percentage may actually represent
rather few students, as in the case
of the Chemical Engineering
departmomt, where a 14 per cent
drop represents only eleven
students, or the percentage may
represent a larger number of
students, as in the English
department, where a 15 per cent
drop actually represents 73
student.~. The figures become even
more vague when one attempts to
take into account the fact that
majors usually sign up for more
thazt one class in theb· discipline,
which multiplies. the effect of
each student.
In case you're wondering whm·e
all those vanishing majors arc
keeping themselves in a university
which experienced a 1. 7 per cent
increase in elll'ollment during the
year that Utcse statistics were
compiled, tl·y looking in the
Pharmacy department (up 13 ll('l'
cent), BUS (ut> 11 pet· cent), Law
(up 13 per cent) or in the various
health professions, (up 11 per
cent).
Just for the l'ecm-d, the Law
school has 95 per cent of its
faculty on the tenure ladder, the
School of Nursing has 77 per cent
of its faculty on the tenure laddm·,
and while the School of Pharmacy
ha.~ 100 per cent of its faculty on
the tenure ladde1·, only 33 per
cent of them arc actually on
tenure.
One good point in having an
abundance of faculty members is
that students get mot-e individunl

. ..·- :: .. ·

Ca1nera Repair!

allow differential funding, . and above a certain bare minimum of
studies by Dean Huber indicate funding, cognitive trends
that money alone won't solve the .(manifested as ACT scores) are
not tieable to money."
problem.
1\foney is not only part of the
He compared the relative
solution at UNM . . . it is
funding of education in New
apparently part of the problem.
Mexico t.o the four- states
surrounding us, which for reasons · "Departments are funded on the
basis of how many students take
of confidentiality of sources, he
their courses," said Arts and
labeled A, B, C, and D.
·
Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman
New Mexico declined from
number one to number four in
(Continued on page 3)
'
funding, and ACT scores dropped.
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However, state D went from
fourth to fifth in funding, and its
11!1
ACT scores increased. State A
went from third to first ·in
~!~~
418 Central S. W. ~;~
funding, yet registered no ACT
·:·:
843 - 7559
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gains.
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Huber emphasized that there
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"was no positive correlation, but
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attention. This may sound
surprising in a university as lm·ge
a.~ UNM, but figures from 1973
show that of all public four year
institutions in New Mexico, UNM
had one of the lowest overall
student/faculty ratios-17 ,2
students to every faculty member.
Only Western New Mexico
University in Silver City and New
Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology in Socorro had lower
ratios. These figures include GA's
and TA's,

-Editor's Note: ·Figures and
graphs in this article we•·e
provided by courtesy of the
Institutional Research, and
derived {rom Board of
Educational Finance Reports mzd
Boa1·d of Educational Finance
computer printouts.
At any given moment, there arc
2,200 thundcrstonns in Uw world,
some of which can be heard at a range
of 18 miles.
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(continued {rom page 2)

state, yet we have no community
c. colleges at all." ·
~
"There are two basic responses
0 to this type of problem. California
,c has a graduate program, ranging
.,3 "and this encourages some
b departments to make their
•;; introductory classes as easy as
~ possible to attract more students,
8 and more funds."
'R
Dr. Paul Jonas echoed much
~ the same idea in his sarcastic
It "Open Letter to a New Colleague."
Iii . "Do not forget," wrote Jonas,
~ "your aim is to receive· a high
"' (teacher) evaluation and to build
i up a loyal group of followers who
If will raise hell if your tenure
happens to be denied by the
old-fashioned guard in our
department."
"Grades? Well, in our
department I do not encourage
giving all A's. We are still not as
good as, say, the, College of
Education. But, if you follow the
simple rule: "90 per cent A's and
B's," you are on the safe side and
you will also be adored by your
students."
Even tenure enters into it.
Certain subjects at UNM, such as
engineering, are no longer as
appealing (a decline of 44 per cent
enrollment since 1966), yet
tenured. faculty can't be removed
in unpopular areas to be replaced
in areas of increasing interest, like
the agricultural, industrial and
social science fields. (In fairness to
engineering, the job market
should improve greatly in coming
years).
Rectifying the situation can
take place either from the top
(the state), which many university
observers feel is unlikely, or from
below, at the high school level.

educational quality from APS is
the fact that smaller percentages
of APS grads are coming to UNM,
and that the ACT scores of those
APS graduates who elect to go to
collete elsewhere are generally
higher than those who attend
UNM.
UNM instructors come under
the most fire for failing to hold
the grade line. Dean Wollman
expressed the hope that the
individual departments would
take some action in bringing down
tbe percentage of A's and B 's in
most classes without forcing him
into more drastic actions to curb
the inflated grade point average.
Finally come the students. As

Sad to say, APS graduates have
experienced a sharply declining
ACT test score. Once far above
the national norm, the APS mean
ACT scores are now below it.
Other New Mexico high schools,
which never were much above the'
norm (if at all) have also declined,
'Added to this declining
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individual student, and I don't
think they're doing the studying
they should."
He conducted a poll of students
entering the Arts and Sciences
Office, Wollman made no claim of
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1307 Central NE

,
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Sad to say, APS graduates
have experienced a sharply
declining ACT test score.
Once far above the national
norm, the APS mean ACT
scores are now below it.

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn
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free classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and
you'll be ·able to increase your reading
and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school
can be. Join the millions who've taken a
free speed reading lesson and doubled
their reading speed on the spot.
With the same or better comprehen-
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Dean Wollman pointed out,
"Students are hardly going to
demand that an instrutor make his
or her class more diff~cult, but a
.good deal of study is up to the

scientific accuracy of the poll, but make ''somewhat gt•eater
some of the answers are revealing, demands," Most of the student
Asked to rate the university's complaints centered around
academic quality, one student admission standards they felt
replied, "I could not spell before were "too permissive."
entering UNM and after four
And what lies at the end of
years, I still can't spell."
four or more years of study?
Said another, "Stop sweating it, Probably unemployment. In the_
Dean Wollman. We all appreciate 1970's, 9.8 million college grads
your concern, but many of us will compete for only 6,8 million
work haz·d because we want to get jobs. Earnings for college grads are
out of it-if anything llhould be no longer generally above those of
done, tighten admission workers who never attended
standards-let the lackeys go to college, and in the final analysis of
Highlands,"
· Esquire magazine, persons who
Several students disagreed succeed in college would have
("The quality of education done well no matter whether they
received at UNM is very good"), attended college or not. Ditch
but the bulk of the students diggers in California are presently
to
thou
should makin

Three quarters of the students
at UNM are residents of New
, , Mexico, ~tnd this percentage is
expected to climb, mostly due to
inflation. Of these students, tHe
bulk graduate from the
Albuquerque Public School
system (APS).
·
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graduates can do an hour's reading in
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hour.
Do you still read 200 to 300 words
a minute?
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Come to a free speed reading class
tonight. Only one hour -- and it could
save you hundreds of hours.
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Tuesday afternoon the general faculty wil~ hear
the first official presentation of the findings of. the
tenure task force. These findings include as their
central thesis the advocation ot three-year term
COfltracts, renewable only once, as the standar<!
contract at the instructor and assistant professor
level.
The response from the faculty will almost
certainly be a unified shriek of protest. The
American Association of University Professors and
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee have
been busily drawing up contingency plans, both of
whi'lh include a request to resubmit the tenure
problem to a faculty committee, a maneuver that
could prevent any decisive action on the subject for
another year
The article on page one presents some rather
conclusive evidence that waiting another year could
make it even more difficult for UNM to extricate
itself from a probelm of over-tenured departments
with falling enrollments.
A year from now just that many more faculty
members will have inched their way from
probationary status to status as fully tenured
members of their departments. Hampered by the
need to pay salaries to unnecessary but tenured
members of many departments, UNM will be forced
to reject creative new programs, and turn away
bright new teachers in departments that are crying
for more faculty members.
We recognize the importance of tenure to the
maintenance 'of academic freedom. Without
reasonable immunity professors would find
themselves looking for a new job every time they
attempted to espouse an idea that displeased the
administration. Students would soon find
themselves being fed the kind of propaganda·filled
drivel that characterizes higher learning in many
other countries, where universities are simply

The solution lies somewhere between doing away
with tenure entirely and insisting that the
institution of tenure remain unchanged. The most
plausible possibility presently seems to be stiffening
the guidelines for tenure along the lines proposed by
the tenure task force, which called for
" •. , affirmative and specific evidence of excellence
in the several categories of performance now being
assessed.''
If faculty members now in probationary status
fell under a new ruling of this type, the tenure
situation and the quality of the faculty would begin
to improve within two years.
The teaching profession, like many other
professions, seeks to protect its image by shielding
its inept colleagues. The time of easy jobs is past,
however, and instead of demanding unilateral
protection, perhaps the faculty should seek to
upgrade itself from within, by insisting on longer,
stricter probationary periods.
This would call for a certain spirit of
self-sacrifice, since approximately 30 per cent of the
voting faculty are on probationary statusthemselves, and would have to bear the inevitable
consequences.
Still, if the faculty does not take some kind of
action on the tenure situation the Regents will be
forced to deal with the matter by default. It is hard
to believe that even the Regents would be
shortsighted enough to implement something as
disastrous as term contracts, but the faculty, by
their refusal to accept any limitation on the
probationary status of present members, may very
well force them to use term contram:s for new
faculty members•. and the di!YS of,.academic fceedqm
would essentially be over.

The more one thinks about the
implications of three-year tflrm contracts,
the harder it is to believe that the tflnure
task force was actually serious when they
proposed the idea.

anywhere else anyway. Planning to move on when
their term expired , they would take little interest in
long-term projects to improve UNM. Many
departments would lose a great deal of continuity,
as the teaching population would actually turn over
faster than the student population.
In fact, the more one thinks about the
implications of three-year contracts, the harder
it is to believe that the tenure task force was
actually serious when they proposed the idea.
The Regents were serious, though, when they
commissioned the creation of the tenure task force.
There is a serious tenure problem at UNM, and as
long as the faculty ignores it, things will only get
worse. "Put it off for a year and maybe it will go
away," seems to be the general consensus of the
faculty, along with a superficial list of ways to
increa!i\! .. attendan,ce at UJ;-JM, which wou.!d crea,te a
need for more teaching posts.
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Contracts Threaten AcBdemic Freedom
mouthpieces for the political tenets of the party in
power.
Few good professors would be interested in
coming to teach in a university that so blatantly
rejected the principles of academic freedom.
Teachers who came would be the ones who figured
that they probably couldn't get a tenured position
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By United Press International

WASHINGTON-President Ford's pardon of Richard Nixon
may make it more difficult for the government to prosecute
six of Nixon's former White House .and campaign aides on
Watergate cover-up charges, sources close to the case predicted
Sunday.
At least one possibility, which a. source called "reasonable,"
is that the jury for the Sept. 30 trial will be more sympathetic
now toward the defendants.
· "There is a pOssibility that it will be unpalatable to send
some aides to prison when N'!Xon Wa& just given a pardon, but
that all remains to be seen," said one source, ·who asked not to
be identifl8d.
John Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman, John lillrlichman, Gordon
Strachan, Kenneth Parkinson and Robert Mardian all face
charges of obstruction of justice, perjury or conspiracy in
connection with the cover-up of the Watergate break-m.

Father-In-Law Released
GUADALAJARA, Mexico-President Luis Echeverria's
83-year·old father-in-law, freed by Leftist terrorists after 11
days in captivity, Sunday called his kidnapers "good boys, but
mixed up, They want to change the world but don't know
•• 1
how to do it."
.
Jose Guadalupe Zuno Hernandez, octogenarmn po11t1ca
leader of Jalisco state and the former governor, rested at home
most of the day.
When he was dropped off from a blue Volkswagen by four
of his abductors Saturday night, he first went to the home of
Eduardo del Rio Gonzalez and knocked on his door.

Peronist Movement Splits
BUENOS AIRE8-After months of cracks and strains,
Argentina's Peronist movement has split wide open with the
announcement by young leftists that they are going
underground to fight the government they helped put in
·
office,
The break comes a little more than two months after the
movement's founder, President Juan D. Peron, died in office at
the age of 78.
It poses new problems for Peron's wid«,JW and succ;ess~!L .
-- ·- ·l'reiiderit ''Maiia EStela "Isabel.. Peron, who took over on lits
death July 1.

by Garry Trudeau
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Lip Slrvlce 1s a Loso.s,o-ed
student community ~~n~lce which
prints annauncem...ts of m..tilllll and

other affairs of student Of'llllliutions.
Announcements will normally run two
dsvs prior to Md on th• day of th•
IChldullll IIVent. SUbmilsi- should
b• taken to the ASUNM Public
"Refationsllnforl11lltlon Office in Room
248 of the SUB. PI- keep notices
short Hd to the point.
Women's medical self.Jtelp and Pap

I

Lecture Hall: 'Deadly or Gratifying'
By DAN WILLIAMS
"It can be deadly, or very gratifying," sai~ one
professor while describing the teaching exper1ence
in the new Woodward 101lecture hall which seats
as many as 888 students at one time.
The new lecture hall, one of the largest in the
country was put into use last 11pring at UNM and
has re~ived much praise and some criticism by
members of the faculty and student body. The
facility is part of a $1,930,000 complex which
includes one large lecture hall, two smaller ones,
and also houses the new Instructional Media
Services Center for UNM.
This modern mechanized method of handling
large primary-le~cl classes at UNM was described
by one student as "one strike against the
classroom environment," since there is very little.
contact between the students and the instructor,
because of the size of the classes.
One problem is that the "people know they are
anonymous in such a large class," psychology
.
professor Samuel Roll said.
"The teaching experience can sometimes be
deadly because contact between the students and
the instructor never gets made," he said.
But Roll also said the experience can be very
, h
'd "If
gratifying.
"It all depends on the students,
e sa1 .
you have very responsive students it can be v~ry
rewarding. Sometimes when I have a respons1ve
class in the morning, it takes me all afternoon to
come down."
.
.
Director of the UNM Instructional • M~d1a
·' · 'services 'center.. Robert Kline sal~, "Tins 1s _a
facility designed for the latest medm, ~oweve': •t
does require professors to adapt the1r teachmg

modes to the facility. It is very difficult to try to
adapt the facility to the teacher."
The 101 lecture hall is equipped for total
television utilization: The professor controls the
TV camera over his console and two additional
cameras are directed on him and relayed to an
overhead screen, allowing all students to see a
9x12 image of what is taking place,
"This is to give students, especially those in
back a nine foot view instead of a miniscule view
of what is going on," Kline said.
. .
The facility also provides rear screen proJeCtion
of 16mm and 8mm film, single or multiple 35mm
slides, viewgraph transparencies and all other
forms of black and white video projection.
The · overhead projection device, desigued to
enlarge and project things the professor writes
onto the 9x12 screen has received criticism from
both faculty and students. One professor described
it as "lousy" because even though it does enlarge
things, they come out so distorted that people in
the back cannot read them.
Student reaction toward the new lecture hall
has been mostly favorable. Comments about the
facility centered on the luxurious, theater-like
atmosphere in the hall.
"Those cushioned seats are great," one student
said. "I can sit through a ninety minute lecture
without getting cramps." Another s'iJ'dent asked
to comment on his reactions toward the new
lecture hall merely yawned and continued on his
way.
Besides the plastic cushioned seats, the new hall
also contains one blackboard, fold-out desks, a
good P.A. system, overhead lights, ten exits, eight
entrances, plush carpeting and a partridge in a
pear tree.

Delta Sigma PI, a college buslness
cllnlc at Student Health Ctr., Wed., 2-4
p.m. Minimal charges for Pap smears. fratemlty, is currently holdlnlllUsh for
· new members thN this ThursdaY at a
Speculums for sale.
table located at the Business School
Rap aeuions on contraception every day from 9·1 p.m.
and/or sexuality at Student Health
There will be a free lunch from 12·2
Ctr., Tues., 2·4 p.m.
p.m. today at the Christian Student
The Duplicating Ctr., located on the Center.
second floor of the SUB is open MWF
11:15·5 p,m,, Tues., Thurs. 9·10:45
N c H o is sponsorine this year's
and 12:30.4:30 p,m, Xerox only 5 blood drive on campus. SiJD up to give
cents per copy, ditto and mimeo blood at a table located in the SUB on
copies-12 cents.
Sept. 9, 10, 11. The Bloodmobile will

be at the north end of the SUB on
Sept, 16, 17, HI.
Attention sen1orol Now is the time
to register at the Career Servic""
Center, 2nd floor Mesa Vista South,
Room 2131, Mon·Frl, ·s-o. You mu.t
be registered with the center to
Interview with on-<>ampus reeNitera.
The Kiva Club will meet tomorrow
at 7 p.m, at the lntemational Center,
All Native American students are urged
to attend,

------Opinion----·

Hanover Fails
Mr. Hanover's September 5
effort to inform students about
the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group failed. His quest
for a knowledgable student body
will not be achieved because we
are consistently misinformed,
Students are implored to "look
at the record" and denied that
privilege, Examine th.e record;
Western MaS18Chusetts PI RG filed
a major lawsuit to overturn state
procedures for setting utility
rates. Vermont PIRG published a
massive report documenting the
lack of dental care in Vermont.
As a direct result the Vermont
legislature passed a law providing
free dental care to all children of
families with income below
$10,000. New York published a
homeowners guide to propertY
taKes.
PIRG professionals are hired by
a student•elected Board of
Directors. The Board will set
priorities for a staff of scientists,
·lobbyists, and lawyers: the staff
will begin a program designed to.
reach stated objectives. Problems
will bl uncovered and rese&rched

by students for course credit.
All of PIRG's advertising
carefully eMplainad many times
that students pay membership
dues of $2.00 per student per
semester to be collected at
registration: and that refunds
would be available at a well
publicized, easily accessible
location.
Hanover questions if PIRG
actually listened to complaints
bot never bothered to report the
facts. Annetta Barnes and Mike
Benevidelt initially opposed to
PIRG had their complaints heard.
They were satisfied enough to
change their position regarding
PIRG funding. Those involved
with PIRG have listened to
everyone who expressed
dissatisfaction,
·.
The commonTory is a column
of unsubstantiated accusations
and misinformati0!1. Perhaps ill
the future Mr. Hanover Will do his
homework and get the facts
straight, If not, students will be
subjected to Lobo's pap
precedent.
Torrey Baird

------·Letters-----Prayers Said For Student Body
Dear Editor:
We the members of "Ave
Maria" (a student organization for
the preservation of Catholic
traditions) extend our prayers to
the Queen of the Universe, for the
special intention of the student
body. As we are all united by
spiritual bonds to the mystical
Body of Christ, so do we see his
visible •manifestation in the
Catholic Church. "Ave Maria"
invites all to join or return to the
communion of Rome. We storm
the gates of heaven with our
prayers, that humanity might be
renewed in their devotion to the
ideals of the Nazarene, In the
lonely pilgrimage to the City of
God, the serene eyes of the
Galilean shall console us. Let us
return to the Church that saved
classical cui ture, curbed the
barbarian's fury, built the
splendor of the age of Cathedrals
and Crusades, and emerged
purified t'roin the Reformation.

The faith of the apostles, martyrs,
St. Augustine, Aquinas, Thomas
More, Michaelangelo, Gatileo,
Descartes, and Mozart built and
sustained our Western civilization.
Can we believe that those forces
of progress since the
Revolutionary age have truly
benefited our society, Therefore,
in union with the angels, saints,
and the Apostolic See in Rome let
us return to the wellspring of
spiritual, aesthetic, and moral
rebirth which is Catholocism.
In the rites of the Roman
Church exist the grace which
allows all men to "be redeemed.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
allows us to participate in the
divine, by means of the Eucharist.
While the para-1iturgical devotions
remain a constant source oi'
popular piety, we the members of
"Ave Maria" sook the revival of
the spiritual traditions of the
Catholic Church (On September
4th, at 7:30p.m. at the Newman

Center, a Marian and Eucharistic
devotional service will be held for
the! spiritual renewal of the
student body. All B!:il invited.), It
remains part of man's destiny to
believe that he atone controls his
own destiny. In this constant
battle With the Prince of Hell the
forces of hope, love and faith, led
by the Church, struggle endlessly
until the Last Judgement. Does
man truly believe it is his arms,
science and secular optimism that
saves us from the Abyss? If so, let
him not be deceived, ILis rather
the monks singing the divine
office, the nuns praying, . the
priesthood celebrating the Mass,
and the faith of all good men that
keeps the cloud of eternal twilight
from descending. Oremus (let us
pray).
Sincerely yours in Christ
Charles Trujillo
President of Ave Maria

Last chance for registration for fall session is now thru Sept. 16. Beginning ceramic
classes will consist of basic wheel throwing techniques. A separate class in hand
building will be offered concurrently on Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
(Monday ivening classes ate closed.)

Day and Evening Classes OHered
For further information call
266·5222

or
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is one thing; but to cheer, with
obvious identification, Reed's
litany of shooting up is at first a
fresh shocker, and ultimately
pathetic and saddening, But it's
encouraging to note ·far more
whoops 11nd hollers for the
musical statements on this'
recording,. because it deserves
_them all and more.
"Anthology"
'Diana Ross & the Supremes
(Motown/M9·794Aa)

Records

"Anthology"
.
Martha Reeves & the Vandellas
(Motown/M7·778R2)
"Anthology"
FourTops .
(Motown/M9·809Aa)

about in his new leather, makeup,
and skinhead personnllo But what
makes the album good for
... ...
repeated listenings is the fresh
exciting (though not alway~
By CHARLES ANDREWS
Lo'U Reed never could sing superior) treatment the oldies
worth a lick. But you can easily receive, led by the· sizzling guitar
note the difference with this· duo of Steve Hunter and Dick
Wagner. They're left from Reed's •
album.
previous effort, the controversial
He's even worse.
Wait, that's not really fair, "Berlin" but they took a back
because most of the tim11 Lou seat there to the bizarre story and
Reed doesn't sing. He talks. But an all-star cast the likes of Jack
even that is off key here, and with Bruce and Stevie Winwood,
even less inflection than he's Aynsley Dunbar and the Brecker
Bros. But here, at the New York
mustered in the past.
Add to it the news that the Academy of Music, they got to
final stage of weaning from his show their stuff, and they turn
rhythm guitar has been this into a_guitar album of
completed, leaving us with Lou uncommon energy. Hunter is
Reed the, uh, vocalist, and the given special credit for the great
non-news that this is an album of intro to "Sweet Jane" that starts
reworked oldies, with not a single things off, but the album is full of
new tune from one of the most fine breaks by both as they trad~
respected lyricist-composers in leads and play dual lead guitars
rock •.• and how in the world can throughout. Like the performer
often named as Re~d's English
counterpart, David Bowie, as
much credit must be given Lou
for assembling and directing an
outstanding band as for his
songwriting and charismatic
qualities.
One unnerving aspect: the
scattered whoops and cheers from
the audience during the marathon
(13:11) version of Reed's classic
"Heroin." The song was a shocker
when first released some six or
seven years ago but familiarity has
lessened the impact, and an
examination of the lyrics reveals
only death and despair in its
"tribute" to the "joys" of heroin.
The pictures Lou Reed paints are
often of the ugly side of life, but
we recognize the brilliance of his
work and the right of the artist to
present what he sees, no matter
what his vision of life is. To listen

.

"Rook N Roll Animal"
Lou Reed
(RCA/APLl-0472)

-

Lou Reed
I justify calling this one of the
be~t rock albums of the year, one
I hsten to over and over while so
much else is boringly discarded
after a few plays?
The answer lies mostly with a
band, a virtually unknown quintet
who make the difference despite
the looming presence. of Reed, He
was the one who created those
classic numbers, and the audience
on this live recording came to see
the Rock N Roll Animal slink

Blue Key will meet today at 8 p,m, 'II
rate dropped after the release of
in Room 2oo-E of the SUB. All ~
'"Love Child (the Supremes)?
members please attend.
Ill
Despite Motown's questionable
•
C1>
Persons interested in leazning karate ..
social significance, AM radios
reache~ people in a personal way are bejng recruited for a no-nonsense ~
Korean style karate class. Contact J9hn :!!
that vmtage 60's activism songs Rice
(277•4657) or Rudy Gallegos .,.
didn't. Most people cared a lot (277-3364).
...
more abo~Jt torturing themselves
UNM Rugby Club meets to practice
ov_er their boyfriends than they Mondays
and Wednesdays at 4:30 0
dtd about marching in behind Johnson Gym, AU interested 1::1
Washington, D.C.
Parties are welcome.
.~
The albums remind you of high ====~------~----------~
school, of who you were kissing
while listening to ''Baby I Need
Your Loving" (Four Tops) and of
the Ed Sullivan Show.
Even though those were
Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
!D
moments I'd rather forget, the
OLD TOWN
songs are part of that soft spot I
have for my "early youth."
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By DIANE ROSS
These anthologies turn out to
be extended "greatest· hits"
c<?Ilections. Unfortunately, the
mmor cuts are still as blah as
when they were released.
Motown memories bring back
the days of stylized vocalists a
"routinized" performance, ;nd
smooth coordination•. A black
women's group might judge their
success in terms of how many
fake hair pieces and matching
outfits they owned.
A glance at the song listings will
tell you where the real power of
Motown came from. Regardless of

HELP WANTED

Graduate Students
to Teach Part Time
$10.00 per hour up
Must be enthusiastic, able to motivate people
and communicate ideas, and' have previous
teaching experience. Personal references re- ~g
q~ired. Call 266-7322 and leave name and ~
number for interview.

1
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the group, if it was a number by
the song-writing team of Holland
Dozier and Holland, it was almost
a guaranteed "smash." The
individual groups' eminence pales
beside the roster of heavies from
the writers.
The songwriters were the
producers of authentic
"Motown." They designed the
characteristic sound and the
incredible danceable rhythms that
defined that period of popular
black music.
In the choruses, in the fledgling
orchestration, you hear the
inspiration for what Issac Hayes
and Curtis mayfield have done
with musical creativity.
Did you know that "Dancing in
the Street" (Martha and the
Vandellas) was banned in some
cities because of its race riot
overtones? I wonder if the birth
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By DUSTON HARVEY
Twin Falls, Idaho
(UPI)-Space-age stuntman Eve!
Kn i e vel parachuted. in his
mini-rocket into the Snake River
Canyon without serious injury
Sunday in a futile-but
lucrative-attempt to soar across
the quarter-mile gorge.
Knievel, at least $6 million
richer for his seconds-long flight,
explained later that he himself
triggered the chutes which
lowered the rocket safely to the
bottom of the 600-foot-deep
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Malone's Pro Plans Didn't Surprise
UN M Recruiter John Whisenant
go pro?
''Moses told me three days
before he signed with Maryland
that he'd go pro if people );<>pt
after him to go ih01·e," said
Whisenant. "I told Mary (Malone's
mother) he didn't want to play
for Lefty Driesell and that Moses
would go pro if she insisted."
Whisenant said Maryland was
"almost completely honest" in
recruiting Malone hut that Moses
was "rude" to Maryland recruiters
because of his dislike for head
coach Lefty Driesell.
''Driesell recruited well and he
talked to everyone who had some
influence with Moses," said
Whisenant. "But Moses ran and
hid every time he saw him
coming.''
Why tl)en did Malone sign with
Maryland?
"Maryland got Moses when
they finally got him feeling
obligated through his mother,"
the 30-year-old assistant
basketball coach said. He was
referring to the fact that Mary
Malone qt1it bel' job as a nurse's
aide and went to work in a
supermarket at double her
previous salary owing to suspected
univ~>rsity i11fluence.
Malone turned pro, said

Prescriptions filled ,
Lenses replac~,

Featuring the

VI'"Gi:\VOOL)
308 San Fet!pe N.W in Old !own
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last Saturday. Mohdt expects to announce the starting teams after
viewing films this week.

"If they offer you enough
money to turn pro, talm it-but
don't let them deceive you," John
Whisenant, UNM asst. basketball
coach told Moses Malone when
the prep All-American considered
tuming pro in June.
Well, the Utah Stars of the
American Basketball Association
did just that last week-offering
Malone a guaranteed $1.28
million five-year contract-and the
young man from Petersburg, Va.,
took it.
The 6-foot-11 Mal,one's
decision to jump from high school
lo the pros came as a somewhat
unexpected anticlimax to the high
drama of his signing to play
college basketball .wiOt the
University of Maryland.
UNM's own bid to recruit
Moses .failed after months of
persistent effort by the basketball
coaching staff when Malone's
mother withheld her consent
despite her son's evident desire to
sign with the Lobos.
John Whisenant spent months
in Petersburg, Va., trying to
recruit Malone and got to know
the man he was pursuing welL Was
he surpl'ised by Moses' decision to

THE BIKE

'boOkJ•tibera

But Lives

helicopter baek to the launch site,
He said the designer "told me
The blastoff came at 3:35 p.m. many tim\ls that, if I could ever
MDT. The red, white and blue sec any opposite wall of the
rocket rose from the launch pad canyon instead of sky that would
for 8,7 seconds. Then the dmg mean it was rolling and I should
parachute popped from the tail, pull the chute and, thank God he
pulling out the main chute. The taught me that. He saved my life."
rocket floated 600 feet to the
He added that the rocket was
rugged canyon floor alongside the rolling.
swirling waters of the river.
·
But John Branker, executive
"The shot almost knocked me . producer of the closed-circuit r
out," Knievel said afterwards.
television operation, said, "The
The 34-ycar-old cyclist, whose strait1 of the G's (force of gmvity)
night made him the highest price under dh·ect acceleration loosed
da1·edevil in histol'Y, had twuble his grip on the bar."
Branker also said he was with
Knievel's blonde wife, Linda, and
their three children at launch
Oaily Lobo
time, "She thought he was dead,"
he said. "We all thought he was
dead."
He said there was minor You're always trying
blc<>ding from the stuntman's nose
getting off his scat belt, "Thank and eyes.
something new. This year
God I didn't go into the river ot· I
Knievel made his pre-launch
never would have made it," h£" arl'ival at the launch sit<' in a you began ballet lessons.
h<>licopter, He 111ighted with his And today, you finally
said.
As the "Skycycle" bounced to wife and childt·en and walked
a stop, KnievE>l's head was straight hand·in·h;md with his wife to the mastered that new
stat·-spanglcd "Sky.cyc)l; X2," with
up.
Harold Conrad, chief publicist th<>ir sons and daugh tcr following. position. You feel
Steam was spewing l'mm the wonderful.
for the promoter, Top Rank, Inc.,
said the daredevil "suffered slight tail of the mini-rocket as crewmen
scurried about making the final
Trying Tam pax tampons
cut.s,"
Th<' chutes were controlled by preparations for the blast-off.
Som!! 30,000 spectators wc1·e
a "deadman stick'' which was
,_
, .. ~.,.....,, ilft tLillt II ~. 1'" IM ~
capable of triggering the chute' massed on the south sid<' of the
.
(Photo by Diane Ross)
with the release of pressut·e. 4,000·foot wide gorge in the
Knievel said he activat('d the cl<'solate area, having paid $25 a
Warming up for their season opener Saturday against Colorado State
ticket to watch the flight.
chutes.
the UNM football team ran through their final tough scrimmage

.

By JIM POWERS

Bicycles!
Bicycles!

. maorame 1trtnas
..·
classes

'canyon because the rocket had
begun rolling over.
But the producer of the
closed-circuit TV of the
super-ballyhooed event said the
chutes had been activated
accidentally when Knievcl's hand
was jolted loose from the
parachute. trigger.
Whicheve1· way it happened
Knievel emerged from the den~d
"Sky cycle X2" waving to the
throngs that lined the rims of the
treacherous, lava-walled canyon.
He ·then was whisked by

Sports
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Knievel Fails

At 3 : 17 p.m. Knievel was
placed in a chair dangling from a
crane so he could be lifted into
the cramped seat.
"I've never been afraid in my
1 if e 0 f dying under any
ch·cu ms tances," he said in a
pre-jump interview. "Rather than
be the victim of a senseless
tmgedy, I'd rather be busted into
the wind like a meteorite."
He gave a thumbs-up sign as the
chair gently lofted him into
"Skycycle X2."

. .·.

hand."
Malon<' bought a used 197 ~
Chryslcr imperial with the aid of a
loan his mother obtained from a
Maryland bank.
Just how good will Moses
Malone be as a professional? John
Whisenant said he thinks he,! be a
star.
"Moses doesn't have the big
strong hands of n player like Bill
Walton," Whisenant said, "but ll<•
ean do everything (']sc there is on
a baskPtball court."

Whisenant, fo1· reasons of pricll'
and competitiv<>n<>ss than- for
money.
"He wanted to he the youngest
and the best," said the Lobo aide.
''Money wasn't a big thing to
Moses and his mothet~thcy knew
it was coming."
He held out the possibility,
however, that Malone may have
decided to sign with the Utah
Stars because of money problems,
saying, "Moses' 11eed to make car
pay~l_':'!_.2!1,~--have fol'ced his
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-applicator
makes insertion safe,
1eafN and comfortable.
And the exclusive Junior
is just
for a beginner.
Try Tam pax tampons
every day of the
month can be a good day
try something new.

Head iHbJ. Fate
wUk tiWl JteW
ke4ded T-3ltillb
ht 11

the first time can be
wonderful new
perience, too. They're
internally so you
can always be your most
No one will know
have your period,
in a leotard, a bikini,
a tennis skirt. They're
1em3yto use;too. The
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Ford's First Appointee Is First Resignation
·w ASHING'l'ON .(UPI)- White
House Press Secretary J, F.
terHorst, · President Ford's first
appointee, Sunday became the
first member of the
administration to quit, saying he
''couldn't in good conscience"
support Ford's pardon of former
President Nixon.
TerHorst, 52, a long-time friend
of Ford, was on leave from his job
as Washington bureau chief of the
Detroit News and had been
expected to keep the job as chief
White House spokesman

. CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOc per word per day with a
$!,00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to insertion of advertisement,
Where: Marron Hall, Room 13~
or by mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

JOIN THE UNIVERSITY of Albuquerque interm tour to the heart of Italy,
30 Dec. 1974-9 Jan. 1975, Tour includes
round trip air fare, hotel~. brc!lkfn~tu,
visiting Rome, l~Jorcncc, Nap)~ nrc~.
Academic credit available. Price $541i.
C&ll Division of Humanities, 243-94111.
.
9/9
DELICIOUS FOOD - Reasonably priced;
12 :00·1 :15, Mon.-Fri.: Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
9/9
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have· friends who care at Birthright,
247-9819.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Pendant in Indies' lounge of
Computing Center. Contact BarbaraRm 132. Ext, 4646,
9/9
FOUND ON CAMPUS: Savings Account
book and other papers. Identify and
claim in rm 132, Marron Hall.
FOUND: Student ID. Delores Rick. May
claim Rm. 132. Marron Hall.

3)

SERVICES

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. CaU 265-2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
PROFESSIONAL TECHNIQUE CLASSES in Middle Eastern Belly Dance.
Every woman is built for this uniquely
feminine art form. Learn to translate
an ancient ritualistic dance into a joyous creative and eternal mystique. Belly
dancing has no equal among exercises
for }mf!roving mus<;le . tone, achieving
phys1cal poise, stamma and control. A
healthy woman is a beautiful woman 1
~U Mllea 268-7263, 5:00-7 :00 PM. 9/11
PR9FESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbonribbon .. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
9/13

permanently.
His resignation came hours after
Ford's sudden Sunday morning
announcement that Nixon would
be pardoned in full for any crimes
he may have committed while
President.
TerHorst was the first person
Ford appointed to his staff after
Nixon announced his re,signation
one month ago.
According to his aides, terHorst
left the White House early Sunday
evening "upset.''
TerHorst's wife, Louise, said

from their Alexandria, Va., home
that her husband went to bed
early after working most of the
night before, but that he resigned
solely because he could not
support the full pardon for Nixon.
"He recognizes the President
was acting in good conscience, but
my husband feels that he in turn
is acting in good conscience in
submitting his resignation," she
said.
"
Asked if there were any other
f11ctors, she replied: I would say
no. The fact that it was submitted

3)

5)

SERVICES

DUPLICATE BRIDGE, Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., Sat. 7:30 PM. 719 San Mateo
NE. 268-0442.
9/13
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTIONUNM guitar major student of Hector
Garcia, 266-2695.
9/9

4)

FOR RENT

S H ARE STORAGE $12/mo. Resident
Mnnnger, 1824 Buena Vistn SE. Office
hours 4-G: 842-6156.
9/20
GRADUATE Student looking for serious
i'cmnlc, small house close to UNM, 2669459,
9/10
FURNISHED NEW 1-bdrm and studios,
pool & jncuz?.i, laundry, pntios & BBQs,
twin or double hells. 3 furniture choices,
Very mod $140 & $175 1-block £rom
Girard & Vnil. The Forum, 2800 Vail
!1/11
, SE, 842-0112.
ON CAMPUS PARKING reasonable rnt<.>.
Call 243·0873 after 6 PM.
11/11
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Very clean. Near University and north west. 242-7814, 2471006, 242-1871.
ten
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130.
Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1 bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished. Walking distance to UNM.
10/4
1520 University NE. 243-2494,
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
.Very clean,. near University and north
west. 242-7814, 247-1006, 242-1871. ten
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two nnd
three bedrooms. Very clean. Ncar University and north west. 242-7814, 2471006, 242-1871.
tfn
HOUSE REDUCED 3-bedrooms, Large
Yard, walking distance UNM & BCMC.
9/10
266-8598.

-

5L FOH SALE
QUIT GETTING RIPPED OFF. Buy
roof with fireplace, 4 bedrooms & share
with friends. 6 blocks !rom UNM.
Fim~ncially, beats renting. How? Dave
Chamberlin & pardners, 243-4096 Sundance Uenlity, 266·5603.
9/12
STEREO HEAD PHONES S4.95, 6 toot
cord, soft ear pads. United Freight
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
OLD MIRAGES 1968, through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
QUEEN SIZE WATER BED, $20 calumet
4x5 view camera with accessories,
phone 242-6720 after 5 PM.
9/13

Newsweek says:

FOR SALE

OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old, U.OO
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
VINTAGE CLOTHING, antique quilts,
oak furniture, photographic antiques.
The Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Central NE.
9/17
STEREO SPEAKERS, 4'x2%', $80 or best
9/13
offer, 265-6114, ask !or Rob,
BLUE COUCH $60, co-ordinated floral
chair, $15, 292-2141.
9/9
PUT SOME FIRE IN YOUlf. LIFE.
Clean-burning pine, $60 cord, delivered.
_Eall Kat~! 898-111~5 after 5:80.
9/1!
1972 HONDA 450 en, 1300 miles. $800,
B/0. Excellent condition, 266-8246, 2987601.
9/13
SKIS: Red Hot Roc 650's with Look·
~evnda. bin1lings, Cal~pighta 266-5014.
68 DODGE VAN, doors both sides, very
nice, 898-9011 evenings.
9/11
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, bal~
shorts, shoes, & shirts now on sale at
the Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
trn
1963 FORD GALAXIE 500. New battery,
five new re-capped tires, power steering, air conditioning, automatic. $350
or best ofl'cr. Call Jan 277-2410 weekdays or 293·3154 evenings or weekends.

---------

-:-:---:==---~------·
11/11
1970 SUZUKI TS·250IJ, $45P or trade .for

4 stroke, Richard 293-2575.
11/9
STUDENT TABLE, $10, shelves, $5, sofa
bed, $35. Typewriter also more. 2552167.
9/9
BICYCLES! over 100 of the finest EuroPean bicycles In stock, $90 to $500.
WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES. 2122
Coni Place SE. 843-9378.
tfn
ANYTHING A N D EVERYTHIN(;::
clothing - furniture - dishes - pots
nnd pnn11 - 'l'V11 - AmnlJ applianci'S NEW and USED. 20 percent off purchase price during month of Sept. with
student lD presented BEFORE sale.
THRIFT TOWN, 1720 Lomas (off University) 9-11 daily, 11-6 Sunday.
9/9
EAGER, EXCITABLE, COMMANDABLE,
demandable, reasonable, ftammable, registered German Shepherd puppies. CaDable after 7:00 pm, 266-4149.
9/9
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on snlc this week at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842-9100,
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS. $27.50, com•
Plete system $59.95, heaters S2,,50.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE, 268·
9/23
8455.
BACKPACKERS - Come inspee~ New
Mexico's moot complete selection of
equipment 'at BACK COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE, 266·8113.

"Andy Warhol's 'Frankenstein' is a perversely
fascinating mov~e. The first original variation
on 'Frankenstein' in years. The film succeeds
intelligently on the strength of a highly
original vision. Paul Morrissey is an underground talent running to daylight."

today is quite significant. It's a
moral judgment, that's precisely
what it is."
Tom Decair, a terHorst
assistant, also relayed an
explanation of why the press
secretary quit.
He '' c ou I d n 't in good.
conscience support the President's
decision on former President
Nix:on even though he knew
President Ford took that action in
good conscience."
"Mercy like justice, must be
evenhanded," terHorst said.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 44.1 Wyoming NE, 255-5987.
10/23

6)

aero•• from
Yale Park
we polish contact· lenses

Prescriptions filled,
Repairs,
Replacements

2318 Ceritrai.SE
288-4708

Free Canoe

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB, graduate students
only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be
able to work Friday & SaturdaY nights.
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save '21nY
Liquol.' Store, 5704 Lomas NE and oo516
Menaul NE. ·
9/13
MANAGER POSITION open at University of New Mexico ~;adio station
KUNM (FM), a nationally known educational, progressive station. Applications available nt KUNM, New Mexico
Union Building, UNM. Include resume.
Probable
UNM student preferred.
starting date: October 1st. Salary:
$6670/yenr. Leave applications with
Prpf. Charles Coates, Journalism Building, Rm. 216, UNM, by 1i PM Monday,
September 23, 1974.
11/13
ARTIST-to paint people cartoons and
step-by-step "how-to" illustrations in
color. Some lettering, Par~ time, Franklin Clay Films. 296-0710.

7)

MISCELLANEO-US
_ _ __

AGORA: Because sometimes just having
someone to liaten helps. Come by NW
corner of Mesa Vista, or call 277-3013.
9/13
KINDERGARTEN:
NURSERY:
near
UNl'rl; creative program, a~es 2-5: day
care, the Girard School. 801 Girard
NE, 266-2994 day. 268-998& evenings.
9/6
STUDY MIME: Mime. tap, children,
adults. Mime Experiment School, 8429/9
1080.

TUESDA
·~

,~,;
TARZAN, THE APE MAN

$1.00 (
7•9prrr

Z'.,._.~.

1932)

?

. _ _ U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277· 2031

FIRST
ANNIVERSARY
SALE
Boats 20% Off
Parkas 25% Off
Accessories 30% Off

-Paul D. Zimmerman

JlndyWarbol~

lOBO Opticians

.. ·!

In all, over $5000 worth

.~

of merchandise. marked
up to 40% offi
Sept. 9 thru 28.
.
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Paul m~rriss~v

f

f

JNOW SHOWING!)

r

,.

Dkie!ls
SPECIAL

.MOUNTAINS
....--and.-

R.lVERS

Man.-Tues.-Wed.-Thur.

LOBO

4:!10-Ei:DD

CENTRAl near GIRARD • 265-4759

t
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•

2210 Central SE
268-4876

